
Act I, Scene 7 
 

CONTEXT: 
Macbeth and Lady Macbeth have just welcomed Duncan into their castle. They put smiles 
on to greet him, but they have murderous desires lying underneath their facial expressions. 
Now, it’s night again, and Macbeth contemplates about whether or not he should kill 
Duncan. 
 

SUPER GLOSSARY: 
1. it: murder 
4. surcease success: (Hint: What will be successful if Duncan is dead?) 
6. bank: as in a river bank, where the land meets the shore 
6. shoal: stretch of shallow water 
7. the life to come: (Hint: What life comes after this life?) 
8. we still have judgment here: (Macbeth is referring to two things: (1) he still has to 
decide whether or not to kill Duncan; (2) his soul will be judged for his actions on earth) 
8-10. that we but teach…plague th’ inventor: (Hint: ever heard of the phrase “an eye for 
an eye”?) 
10. even‐handed: balanced, fair 
11. commends: urges 
11. ingredience: ingredients (like of a cake, or say… poisoned cake?) 
11. chalice: wine cup 
12. double trust: (Macbeth has two loyalties to Duncan) 
13. kinsman: blood relative 
13. subject: servant (under a King, everyone is a servant of sorts) 
14. the deed: murder of Duncan 
16. bear: hold 
20. deep damnation of his taking‐off: (Since Duncan is such a virtuous king, the angels 
would be upset at his “taking-off” from earth or his death) 
22. cherubin: an angel (of love or of death) 
24: horrid deed: (again) the murder of Duncan 
24. Shall blow… in every eye: everyone will see what Macbeth has done 
25. spur: instrument to encourage or urge (riders of horses use small spikes to “encourage” 
their horses to run faster) 
27. vaulting: leaping 
27. o’erleaps: overleaps; jumps too far (Hint: How does this connect to Northrup Frye’s 
analysis of tragic heroes from the practice EAP prompt?) 
28. And falls on th’ other—: (Hint: If Macbeth’s ambition takes him too far, then where will 
he end up?) 
 
 
 

HOMEWORK ON THE BACK!!!! 



HOMEWORK: 
1. Finish translating the soliloquy in Act 1, Scene 7, lines 1-28 
2. Write the solid analytic paragraph for the practice EAP (see sheet from 

yesterday) 
3. Write one solid analytic paragraph comparing Macbeth's lack of 

anagnorisis to Harold Crick's anagnorsis 


